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Badawin pronounce more like Frija. Salih stalked a few
small birds round the wells, while the others had tracked a
fox to its earth in the earthy mound of one of them and
delved in vain to extricate him. Meanwhile I busied myself
collecting Mantids and samples of the rock and gravel. I
found also the relics of Badawin meals of olden times—a
gazelle horn (Rim) and bones of the Oryx (Wudhaihi).1
Continuing our march now in an ENE. direction, we came
very soon to an exposed patch of the underlying rock of
somewhat curious character. It looked like fragments of
weathered limestone of various sizes hollowed out by the
dissolution of some of its constituents into the semblance of
shells. We now hastened on at a trot under the hot after-
noon sun, scarcely tempered by light southerly airs, while
Al Aqfa kept pace with us, lolloping along in the shadow of
Ibn Musainid's camel. As we approached the watering the
sand downs began to be less bare, and in parts had a satis-
factory covering of bushes which promised well for the camels
after they had had their drink. That was all to the good, for
'Ali now reckoned on a long waterless, pastureless stage
before us when we should leave Wabar to march south. We
should not apparently come to good pastures before £Ain
Sala or Naifa, in whose neighbourhood there had been a little
rain about two years back.
In due course we arrived before a charming, fairly exten-
sive, oval patch of gravel—like a lake surrounded by the
rolling, bush-covered downs of sand—in which lay the wells
of Ibrahima with our camels in a group by the side of the
most southerly shaft, which had been opened up by Suwid
and the two herdsmen for their refreshment. They had just
completed the operation as we arrived and Suwid, riding his
camel to and fro harnessed to the bucket-rope, drew for our
animals. It was their sixth day since watering at Bir Fadhil
1 The Arabian Oryx is Leucoryx (also called Beatrix), The Arabs also
call It Baqr al Wahsh (the wild cow), but I do not know the name Baqr
Bansolah,to which my attention has been drawn by Sir Percy Cox who heard
it in Oman. The name Rim is applied throughout Arabia only to the
White Gazelle—never to the Oryx. Other local specific names for gazelles
(of darker colouring) are Idmi and *Afri. The generic name for gazelles
as a whole is Dhabi (rarely Ghazctl).

